
 10 Shadow Cards 

 10 Object Picture Cards

 A soft toy or doll to be the 
‘detective’

 A torch

 Various objects from 
around your house (no 
need to collect these in 
advance)

10–15 minutes

SHADOWS

Note: Keep the cards hidden from your child until the instructions say to get them out. 

Introduce your ‘detective’, and remind your child that detectives have to look for clues. Say: Sometimes they look 
for clues by looking at the marks that objects leave in the dust, sometimes by trying to see through closed 
curtains, sometimes by looking at shadows that are made when there’s a bright light behind something. 

Take your torch and walk around your house selecting some objects together at random, preferably in rooms 
where you can make it dark so that you can see the shadows more clearly. Put each object on a flat surface and 
shine your torch onto it at different angles. Look together at the different shapes and sizes of the shadows 
created, and discuss the similarities between the shapes of the object and its shadow, and then the differences 
caused by the angle of the light shining onto it.

Explain, or remind your child, that a shadow is formed when something blocks the light from reaching where it is 
pointing – and as the light can’t get around the object, what is behind it stays dark and is not illuminated like the 
space around the object. And so the shape of the shadow changes as the shape of what is blocking the light 
changes, because of the different angles that the light is coming from – angles such as the Camera Shot view, the 
Nosy Neighbour view and the Bird’s Eye view (they will understand these in depth if they have been participating 
in the Construction module).

Tell your child that they are now going to help your detective by being a ‘shadow detective’. Explain that you are 
going to give them some of the shadows that the detective has seen. Ask your child to help the detective by 
working out what made the shadows.

Keep the Object Picture Cards hidden for now. Give your child one Shadow Card at a time, and ask them what 
object they think it might be the shadow of. Listen to all their ideas, and add some of your own too. Continue 
until you have been through all the Shadow Cards together and imagined what each could be of.

Now spread out all the Object Picture Cards and pick up a Shadow Card, one at a time. Ask your child to tell you 
which object the shadow belongs to. They can leave any they aren’t sure about until the end and then come back 
to them. If necessary, help them to identify the visual features that the object and its shadow have in common.

Your child can recognise the visual features that an object and its shadow have in common.
Your child can match objects to their shadows.

To understand that the shape of an object and the shape of its shadow share 
important visual features
To recognise an object by looking for important visual features
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